Waterloo Street
Hove

Chain free and newly redecorated this stylish second floor flat has the beach only moments away at the end of the road and the hubbub
of Hove's cafes, bars and pubs just around the corner.
Impeccably presented from head to toe, its impressive layout combines brand new carpets with a tastefully chosen colour scheme.
Ready for you to simply move in and unpack, highlights include a superb Shaker-style kitchen and a large living/dining room with wide
bay windows that give oblique sea views.
Perfect for a first-time buyer or investor, this one-bedroom flat stretches out across the second floor of a charming period property, its
outstanding presentation and location creating a superb work/life balance. Just a stone's throw from the beach and Hove Lawns, it offers
a fantastic lifestyle with a wealth of popular cafes and bars nearby and a great community spirit.
Newly decorated throughout to a notably high standard that includes brand new soft grey carpets, the easy flowing layout takes you
from the central hallway into an excellent living/dining room. Beautifully lit by brilliantly wide sash bay windows, its notable proportions
provide ample versatile space to relax and entertain. Convenient shelving sits within the chimney breast alcoves, while fitted window
seating is a great spot to relax and look down to the sea. Equally well-presented, the modern Shaker-style kitchen has plenty of storage
and workspace. Well-appointed with a sparklingly clean integrated oven and gas hob, there's additional space for freestanding
appliances.
The high levels of presentation are echoed in the generously sized bedroom with sleek fitted wardrobes and cabinets, while its large
picture-perfect leaded window comes complete with fantastic traditional shutters. Arranged in a metro tile setting, the contemporary
bathroom includes a full-size bath and electric shower, a mirrored cabinet, and a ladder radiator.
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Waterloo Street, BN3

174 Church Road
Hove
BN3 2DJ

£260,000

